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Using the fact that each product of uniform quotient mappings is a quotient mapping, new conditions 
are given for the finite and countable productivity of a coreflective sub-class of uniform spaces. Three 
basic examples of productive coreflective sub-dasses are constructed (connected with products of 
discrete spaces, proximally fine spaces, and uniformly sequentially continuous mappings) and the 
coreflective hull of metric spaces is shown to be productive if and only if there exists no uniformly 
sequential cardinal number. 
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Unif denotes the category of uniform spzes (not necessarily separateg) and 
uniformly continuous mappings. DX denot;& the uniformly discrete space on the: 
set X If {Xi} c Unif, c Xi denotes the sum in Unif and IIXi denotes the ~toduc;; 
recall that c Xi is the disjoint union of the spaces Xi and a cover % is uniform if and 
only if each Q& is a uniform cover. An onto uniformly continuous mapping 
q :X + Y is quotient if h : Y + 2 and hq uniformly continuous implies that h jis 
uniformly continuous. If X and Y are uniform spaces, the semi-uniform product 
X*Y is the uniform space on the set XX Y generated by normal sequences oB 
covers of the form (ul: X Vf}, where % = {Ui} is a uniform cover of X and each 
Vi = {Vi} is a uniform cover of Y (see [6]). A uniform space X admits K if the meet 
of at most K uniform covers is a uniform cover. 
If 9’~ Unif, 9# 8, coref(9) denotes the class of uniform spaces inductively 
generated by 9, that is, coref(9) is the smallest class containing 9 closed under the 
formation of sums and quotients. A non-empty class %? c Unif is coreflective if and 
only if it is closed under inductive generation; hence coref(9) is the s_nalles; 
corefkctive clan containing 9 (see 171). One may establish that %‘ is corefiective if 
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and only if for each uniform space X, there exists a irniform spat@ XV (with 
underlying .set X) s@r. ohat he identity mapping ,Xs + x ,is, uqif~~dy entin Wus 
and ,- for e&h uniformly co&nuous mafiping f: C,;‘X, C&$‘~ fs: C + Xq is &so 
c 1 
uniformly continao~s, r ’ 
We begin the text with the following t,h&rem, tihich .gen&&@ #&nite ‘case of 
the result found in f6, Exercise 8, pa 531, For comp@eness we%halI a!30 give the 
proof of the finite case. The proof uses the folIowin& simple, butstrong fact. 
(#) ‘The product uniformity XX Y is the least upper bound of the uni- 
formities X x D Y and .DX x Y (i.e., the largest uniformity smaller than these 
uniformities on the set X x Y). 
Theorem 1. Each product of un$orm qwtient mappings is a uniform quotient 
mapping. 
PNBO~. We will first show that if f : X 3 Y is a quotient mapping and g : D + E is an 
onto mapping, where LI and E are uniformly discrete, then fx g : X x D -, Y x E is 
a quotient mapping. Let { WR} be a normal sequence ol covers of Y x E such that 
each (f x g)-l(Wm) is a uniform cover of X x D. Define s/;r,c = {We : W G w”,}, where 
wP = {v : (y, G+Z ?W. and let V’;: = A{ V’,,,= : e E E}. Then {Sv,} is a normal sequence 
and each f-‘(3/;1) IS a uniform cover, so L3G”, is a uniform cover of Y, One easily 
verifies that VI x 9 < WI, where 9 = ({d} : d E D}, so fx g is a quotient mapping. 
Now a!;sume that {fi : Xi + Y,), i TV I, is a family of quotient mappings. Assume 
first that r = {1,2} and h(fi xfz) : Xr x X2 + 2 is uniformly continuous for a map- 




are quotient mappings, o h is uniformly continuous with respect o each of the 
uniformities Yl x D Y2 and D YI x Y2; hence by (# ) h : Y1 X Y2 -+ 2 is uniformly 
continuous. The case for I finite is now estr&hshed by induction. 
For I infinite, assume h = gwfi : &Xi + M is uniformly cont3nuous where 
g : nl Yi + (Al, d) is a metric-valu’ed mapping, Fe will show that 8 is uniforn-& 
continuous by approximating it with uniformly continuous mappings. Given E r 0, 
there exists a finite set J c I such that if II=~ (x) = ~&), then d(h(x), h (_y )) C E. Fix 
the point a in &Xi and let b ‘1=: (I&)(a). Define e, : HJrr;, + nIXi by 
(f&-J P))j = pj if j E J. 
Define eb :flJ Yi +n, Yi similarly. By the preceding work, Jh :Il.,& -7% 11, K is 
a quotient mapping. Since the mapping  * &$ c e, = (g 0 e&~‘fl,f; is uniforml, 
continums, it follows that g 0 eb, and hence ge = g 0 eb 0 rJ : nlYi +M, 6 uniformly 
.(b),y =(q 8(“Qfl”ll)[(qh”‘/I(~] =(“~((“)x”!h8)=(d),y ” 
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ThMwea 2. T&2! jbliowing condibns are equivakwt ]br 6 n0fi-empty corefleCtive 
subcategwy V of ‘Ill&: ’ 
fl) % is fi$te@ productive. 
(2) % is closer) under the fbrnaation of jkite semi-uniform producu. 
(3) If X E W a& 19 is uniformly discrete, therr X x D E K 
(4) If %? == eor&(titi)* A E c94, and D is uniformly discrete, then A x D E %. 
Brook CIear!y, (133 (3)+ (4). To show (4)-, (3),, if &X E %? is a quotient of 
51 Ai, {Ai} c .s& then by Theorem 1, X x LJ is a quotient of (c Ai) X D, which by the 
Lemma is c Ai x 33; hence by (4) X x D E ($5 TO establish (3)* (2), we need only 
note from (# #) that X * YE % if X x D Y and L,x Y_ are members of %. Finally, 
to establish (2)+ (I ), let X and Y be members of %. By ( # ) X x Y E V if X x 
DYand YxDX aremembersrdf %, and by@)XxDY=X*DY and YxDX= 
Y * DX are members of V’, which completes the proof. 
The equivatence of conditions (1) and (3) In Theorem 2 was first asserted 
(without proof) in [9]. 
We note that a sub-&ss %Z of Unif may be cslosed under the formation of finite 
products and semi-uniform products arld quotients without being coreflective in 
Unif: let %’ be the class of precompact spaces. 
CoroUary* Let % be a coreflective subcategory nf Unif. Then Q?k = (X E % :X x’ D E W 
for each uniformly dizrete D} is the largest finitely ptGductive corefiective subcategory 
of Unif contained in %, and %I~ --coref{X x L3 : X E %‘, D uniformly discrete} is the 
smallest finitely productiw wq?ecti~~e subcategory of Unif containing %. 
Proof. The assertion about ;‘h fohows from Theorem 2, part (4) and the assertion 
about %‘k follows from Theorem 2 part (3) once vre know that & is coreflective. 
But & is closed un+~ the s’c~ni J( fun of sums $JI the Lemma) and quotients (by 
Theorem l), so 15 J1 A aI is ~>mrrete. 
If % = CGS-~~&G+ one also has the following c;cscription: Cg, = 
coref{A x D : A E d, D uniformly discrete}. The analogous description for %?& isnot 
valid. Let %I be any non-finitely productive cor&iectivc subcategory of Unif and 
choose A& %& such that Xo~..&@ 31 for some uniformly discrete space &. Let 
J& = (X0} and % = coreif( then csref{X E & : X x D E (6’) = (#;I), while %k contains 
all uniformly discrete spaces. 
The next theorem is the primary general result of the paper. 
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'Theorem 3. The following conditions are equivalent for a non-empty coreflective 
subcategory (8 of Unif and infinite cardinal K. 
(1) V is K-productive (each product of K members from %? belongs to %‘)I, 
(2) If X es V, I) is unifumly discrete, then X x D” E %. 
(3) If X E %, D is uniformly discrete, then X x D E Ce and D” E %. 
(4) If % = coref(&), A E & D is uniformly discrete, then A X D K E %. 
(5) If % = coref (Sp), A E J$, D in; uniformly discrete, then A x D E %’ and D” 6” g. 
Proof. Clearly (l)+ (2)+ (3) + (5) and (2) 4 (4)+ (5). It remains to prove (5) -+ (1). 
By Theorem 2, part (4), (S) implies that % is finitely productive. The remainder of 
the proof is adapted from Theorem 1 of [4]. Assume that f’: alXi)a + (M, d) is a 
uniformly continuous mapping to a metric space. Then f : nI DXi + M is uniformly 
continuous (since nr DXi E ?Z), so given E ) 0, there exists a finite set F c P such 
that if x and y belong to nXi with ni = yj for each i E F, then d(f(x), f(y))> E. Fix 
a e nXi and define e, : &A; + nIXi as in the proof of Theorem 1. Since %’ is finitely 
productive, e, : &Xi + (l&X& is uniformly cotttinuous, so fS = f 0 e, 0 rJ7 : nXi + 
M is uniformly continuo\is and d ( fE (.x_X f(x)) < c for each x E n Xi. Hence f : n Xi + 
M is uniformly continuous since it may be uniformly approximated by uniformly 
continuous mappings. 
Ca~oIIary. A nun-empty corej?ective subcategory of Unif is productive if and 
it is fi?iiteiy productive and conrains alI power-s of uniformly discrete spaces. 
only if 
TUTUS %h and %‘k are productive if % contains all powers of uniformly discrete 
spaces. The converse of this statement is true for %Zkr but not IFar %&--see 
Example 3. 
We may also describe “kernels” and “hcIls” for infinite products. Let %’ be a 
non-empty co!:eflective subcategory of Unif and K an infinite cardinal. Then %‘k,, = 
{X E %’ :X X D” E % for each uniformly disc&e space D} is the largest K-productive 
coreflective subcategory of Unif contained in 5% If % contains D” for each uni- 
formly discrete space D, Wn %&, = %k; if % does not contain all such powers, then 
9!? k,K = {fi}. For the Iwlls, o ie has 
%‘h,k =coref(X j.. D” : X E 59, D ur:iZormly discrete} 
= coref{_l-1 X D” : A fs d, D Gformly discrete}@ = corG:f(&)) 
eCOR?lc{~Xi’i~K, vfjE%f] 
= coref{%& u (D” : D is uniformly discrete}}, 
which is the smallest H-productive coreflective subcategory of Unif containing ($7. 
It i:, generally not true that % = coref(&) implies %h = coref{finite products of 
members from &}. Let SQ = {R), where R is the real line. Then R x 
), where N is the natural numbers. (More generally. 
-+ X X N is a quotient mapping, where each Ci is connected. 
Define f : X x N + 1 Xn by f(x, n) = x (in the n th copy of X). One easily sees th2.t 
3do M. HuSek and MXk Rice / Pductit&y of &wefiectitie &&Quwies~ of thifiwn’ ~pd~eti . ) 
each fqCi is uniformly coatinWu5 (since q(Ci) &contained in X X (n) for some 
n j; hence f is uniformly continuous, so X admits w&It is also not true that %‘k 
contains each X having the property Xn G %, n = 1,2, . . . If y is the rami&* of “fine 
spaces, then %k cqnMn,s no itifinit@-combact spa&Q& tW&l&%ng cka&Ie); ’ 
” - ? * 
Exampk 1. For each of the following corefflective subcategories % of Unif, F$k is 
the class of uniform spaces which admit all cardinals. (Hence if % consists of 
HausdoM spaces, %& = uniformly discrete spaces.) 
(1) %=r sub-fine spaces. 
(2) % = coref (injective spaces). 
(3) %’ = any Cartesian closed subcategory of Unif. 
Proof. (3) follows from [6, VII. 281 and (2) is established by xhe technique prezed- 
ing Example 1 since each injective space is connected (as a retract of a product of 
unit bails of ell-infinity spaces-see [6, III]. (3) is estabiished in [ 1 l] and is based on 
the fact that if % is coreflective and Cartesian-closed, the. fun&r X X ~g 4 : % --, V, 
X E %, must preserve sums (where X x %Y is the %-coreflection of X x Y). Let D 
be a uniformly discrete space and suppose X E %?k. Then X X&J = X x D = & 
so by the Lemma, X admits the power of 0, which concludes the proof. 
For examples in part (3) above, one may take either coref (compact spaces) or 
coref (precompact spaces). 
Example 2. For each of the following coreflective subcategories of Unif, %& is the 
family of uniform spaces that admit oo. 
(1) 9!& = measurable spaces. 
(2) %2 = metric-fine spaces. 
(3) %s = {X: [J(X) is a ring under point-wise operations}, where U(X) is the 
family of uniformly continuous real-valued functions on X. . 
roof. It is well known (see [lo]) that %I c &c %‘3 and easily proved that if X 
admits We, then X is measurable; hence one has (spaces admitting o&c=: (%&)k c
(%=)k c (&a& It remains to show that each X E (%‘& admits 00. Let d be a 
uniformly continuous pseudometric on X and lei: D = N x X be a uniformly dis- 
crete space. Define f : X x D + R by f(x, n, y) = 4(x, y) and g :X x D + R by 
g(xt n, y) = n. Both f and g are uniformly continuous, so h = f l g E U(X x D) by 
assumption. (Choose a uniformly continuous pseudometric C& and E ) 0 such that 
d&q xl)< E implies Ih(x, ~1, y)-&XI, n, y)/ > 1 for all n, y. Then n/d&, y)- 
d(xl, y) 1 < 1 for all TZ, y i plies dfx, y)= d’(xl, y) for a11 y. Set y = xl; then 
d(x, x1) = 0 Since the family of zero-spheres of each uniformly continuous j+eudo- 
metric is a uniform cover, it follows that X admits tie. 
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Proposition. [4, Theorem 81. Each uniform space is a quotient of a space of the form 
X x 0, where X is a fine space with a unique cluster point and D is uniformly discrete. 
Example 3, If Ce is a coreflective subcategory of Unif whicil contains all fine spaces, 
then qh = Unif. 
From Example 3 one sees that the functor Unif + %? associated with any proper 
finitely productive coreflective subcategory of Unif does not preserve topology 
(otherwise % contains all fine spaces). We also note a similar result that the functor 
Unif + % associated with any proper coreflective subcategory does not preserve 
proximity [ 51. 
Example 4. If % is the family of proximally discrete uniform spaces, then G& is the 
family of uniformly discrete spaces and %h = Unif. 
Proof. Recall that X is proximally discrete if the induced proximity is discrete, that 
is, if A and B are near, then A n B # 0. The description of & follows from the fact 
that if X is not uniformly discrete, then X XX is not proximally discrete (for the 
diagonal A is proximal to (X x X )-A). To show %‘h = Unif, it suffices by the 
-preceding Proposition to show that each fine space X with a unique cluster point p 
belongs to @,. For the sake of simplicity we will assume that ;iu’ is separated. Let 9 
be the free filter on X - (p) generated by the neighborhoods of p and let {&} be the 
family of ultrafilters on X -(p) which contain $. Define Xi = (X - (p))u (pi) to be 
a fine space with the unique causter point pi, where pi EN is a neighborhood if 
N - (pi)E Si. Then the uniformly continuous mapping Q : c Xi + X defined by 
Q(X)= x if x # pi, Q(pi) = p, is quotient. We will now show that each X, is d 
quotient of the product of a proximally discrete space Pi and uniformly discrete 
space Di: set Pi = Xi -(pi), D,- = D(Xi - (pi)), and define qi : Pi X Di + Xi by 
qi(x, y)= x if x # y, qi(:, y) = pi if x = y. Let D be the uniformly discrete space on 
the set n Di; then the projection mapping Pi X D + Pi X Di is quotient, SO Xi is a 
quotient of Pi X D. Hence x Xi3 and therefore X, is a quotient of 2 Pi X D == 
(c Pd) x D, where >: Pi is proximally discrete, which completes the proof. 
In terms of development, the first non-trivial case of %‘k was investigated in 191, 
for %’ the family of proximally fine spaces. After the discovery in [5] that % was not 
finitely productive, the second author defined the largest possible productive 
coreflective sub-class of % and called its members equi-proximally fine spaces. The 
prefix “equi” refers to the fact that the behavior of certain equiuniformly continu- 
ous families distinguishes ‘Sk from %‘. More precisely, one may establish that 
%k = (X : (fi): X + Y equiuniformly continuous implies (fi): X + Yg is equiuni- 
formly continuous}. 
The equi-proximally fine spaces include all precompact proximally fine spaces, all 
fine spaces with a sequential or k-space topology, and all spaces with a linearly 
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ordered basis-in par&ular all metric spc~:es, Of cburee, by ExamgSa 3 the class 
does not i&lude at1 fine spaces, It is an u?4vkd prgblem whether X is equi- 
proximally fine if X2 (or Xn, n = 2,3, . . , > is proximally rine. 
We will now examine some specia1 productive coreflective subcategories of unif* 
By Theorem 3 there exists a qna[rest such no&tfivial subcateg6ryPS q#x$ 9’5: 
coref(D” : 13 is uniformly discrete, K cardinal}. Another intstr&tin& p&hidive 
coreflective subctitegoiry is the class 8’ of squi-prQxir@afly ine spaces discussed 
above. By means of well-ordered adjacent nets we will now construct aproductive 
corefkctive subcategory.\Nhich l es strictly between 9 and 8. 
Definition. Let. X be a uniform space. Two well-ordered nets (~)a~~ and (J+&w~ 
in X (a limit ordinal) are adjacent if for each uniform cover % there exists a& cy 
such that (xg, ys) lies in some member of %, for each /3 9 aca. A mapping f : X + Y is 
uniformly sequentially continuous of type ar if (Q)#+ and (y~)#.+ adjacent in 
X, y G a, implies that (f(~))~<~ and (f(~,&~~,, are adjacent in Y. For cy = 00 we 
will speak of uniformly sequentially continuous mappings. 
Dedinition. (a an infinite cardinal.) Let L, = (OB)BCa u (l&<p and define the 
following covers to be a basis for a uniformity on &: 
~,=((08):P<ri~{(ls>:P<Y)u{(0~, l&p3 y}, * yea. 
Define Sa = {X 1 f : X + Y uniformly sequentially continuous of type ar implies f
uniformly continuous}. 
Theorem 4. (1) Za = coref{& : o. G y 6 CYJ = coref{l, : tog s 3’ S cy, 7 qp42w) 
(2) %= coref(Lw) = coref(metric spaces) = coref(N”O) =: coref(2no x N). 
(3) If p c a, then 2& s 9& 
(4) Each uniform space with LZ linearly ordered base is a member of some SCr. 
(5) 2& is an a-productive coreflective subcategory of Unif. 
Proof. The proof of (1) is left as an exercise for the reader. 
To establish (2), we first note that 2”” X N is a retract of Nwto and LW is a quotient 
of 2*O x N (define q * .2No~N+Lq, by q((ak),n)=O, if a,,=& q((sl&+=l, if 
a, = ‘1). It remains to show that each metric space (M, d) is inductively generated by 
unifor_m appings from L,. If f : (M, d) --) (N; d 1) is not uniformly continuous, there 
exists E > 0 ~ and (xn, yn) c M, d(x,,, y,,) c l/n, such that dl( f(x,), f(j a)) a 6. Define 
the. uniform mapping L, +M by &On)=xn,g(ln)=y,; then f’g:L,+N is not 
uniformly continuous. 
For part (3), it is clearthat 0 < a! implies 30 c 5!?a nd L@+ E S$ - 28. 
Part (4) is easily proved using the observation that a totally ordered base for the 
space will contain a well ordered base corresponding to an ordinal number 7. If 
a! 2 y is a cardirlal, then the space is a member of ZE& Finally., to establish part (5), 
first note that 1,& is finitely productive (for if D is uniformly discrete, ys CY, t’_:en 
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(4) L, X D E sa; now apply (1) and Theorem 2). We now proceed by induction. 
Assume that for all 7 < II(K G a), D’ E Sa, where D is a uniformly discrete space. 
Let f:o” + (M, d) be a uniformly sequentially continuous mapping of type CR with 
metric range. Fix E > 0. There exists A c K such that if x, y E D”, with x, = y, for all 
y <A, then d((f(x)* f(y)) < e. (If not, then by induction one constructs x*, y’ E D”, 
with ~“y = y”, for all YC:A, such that d(f(XA), f(yA)a E for each A c K, which 
contradicts he assumption on the mappingf since (x”) and (y”) are adjacent nets.) 
Fix a &Y, define e, $8” + DK as in Theorem 1, and let 7~ : D” + DA be the 
projection mapping. Now foe,is uniformly continuous (since DA E La and f is 
uniformly sequentially continuous of type a), so fe = foea 0 n is uniformly continu- 
ous and d(f,(x), f(a))< 8 for each x E DK. Since f may be uniformly approximated 
by uniformly continuous mappings, it is uniformly continuous, so the proof is 
complete. 
Define A?= U{,Fa : a is an infinite cardinal}. Then we have the following result: 
Corollary. 2 is a productive corefketive subcategwy of Unif and ,?&,,,, is the smallest 
countably productive corej?ective subcategory of Unif. 
Since each Lcr has a linearly ordered base and is therefore equi-proximally fine, 
we now have the inclusions 
The following results will show that .9 lies strictly between the classes 9~ and 8’. 
Example 5. L&9 for cyawl, cf Qc #wl. 
Proof. If a! aoi, then L, admits wo, so it suffices to show that each uniformly 
continuous mapping f: npXi + Y, where Y admits oo, depends on finitely many 
co-ordinates. If Q.4 is a basis of entourages for Y consisting of equivalence relations, 
then for each U E 4?4 the set Ju = {j E I: 3x, y with xi = yi for i #j and 
(f(x), f (y))k U} is the smallest set J having the property that x, y E IIXi, xi = yi for 
i E J implies (f(x), f (y )) E U; since f is uniformly continuous, it follows that each Jv 
is finite, Since f depends on U{&: U E %}, if f does not depend on finit,ely many 
co-ordinates, there exists a sequence U1 , Uz7 . . . frocl % such that IU& 1 a No. 
Choose u E % such ihat U c n&; then UJ~, t Ju and Ju is finite, which is a 
contradiction. 
Theorem 5. (1) If X is not pseudocompact. then /3X (the tech-Stone 
compact;ification f X) is not a member of.2. 
(2) No infinite :ompa!ct F-space is a member of 2. 
o prove (1 j, suppose PX E 22’. Since X is not pseudocompact, here exists a 
cozero set A in J3X9 X c=;t A, A #pJ”i; Let f be the characteristic function of the set 
A. Since f is not continuous, there exist adjacent nets (-Q)@~~ and (yp)gCm such ohat 
Wd) and (fhd) are not adjacent, where cy is a regular cardinal. Since A is the 
countable union of closed sets: A =t iJFM, and each cover (A, /3X -Fm} is uniform, 
the only possibility is that it = oo. Thus without loss of generality we may assu& 
(J+ A, ();& #3X -A, and that (x,,) and (ye) are discrete subspaces of /3X. Since 
two adjacena sequences have the same cluster points, it follows that F= (X&J (yn) 
is a discrete subspace of /3X which is closed in B = A u (yn). Since 19 is a *compact 
(and hence normal) C*-embedded subspace cf @X, the mapping 8 :F+ (0, I}, 
defined by g(Q= 0, g(y,)= I, gt = 1,2, +. . may be extended to a continuous map- 
ping h :/3X + (0, 1}, which is a contradiction since h does not preserve adjacency of 
the sequences (x,) and (y,). Therefore /3X&%. Part (2) uses a similar proof 
tcfchnique. If X is an infinite compact &space, it contains anon-closed cozero set A 
(otherwise X is a compact P-space and hence finite). As in part (I), if X E .Y!‘, there 
exist two adjacent sequences (x,) t A and (y& X-A such that (x,) and (yH) are 
discrete subspaces ofX. For each k, choose a cozero set Ck containing yk such that 
C~n~=0,a~ddefineB=Au(UCk).Asinpart(l~,F=(x,)u(y,)isaclosed 
dJscrete subspace of B and B is a C*-embedded subspace since X is an F-space; 
from these facts wc derive a contradiction as in the above proof. 
With regard to part (1 j of Theorem 5, we note that even for X pseudocompact 
and PXE~?, X mrly not be a member of 3’. The following example shows this and 
illustrates, adiff ere nt techniq l:e for proving a space is not a member of 9’. 
Example 6. Let K > w1 be a cardinal and iet 2 be the Corson S-product of rc-copies 
of (0, l}, i.e., C =(p E 2” :I{a .pdl = 11~ No}. Let 1 E 2” be the element which is 1 in 
each c+ordinate and define ,Y = C u (1). It is well known that X is a fine pseudo- 
compact space anti #3X = 2” ; hence PX e 9. To show XP9, we need the follswing 
result (which is valid for K > al): there exists no well-ordered net (Q)@<~, cu 
regular., that convlzrges to 1. Assume X E 3; since the characteristic function f of 
(1) is not continuous, there exist two adjacent well-ordered nets (x,&<~ and 
(Y&3< Z* CY regular, such that (f(+)) and ([(ye)) are not adjacent. It follows that for 
some cofinal subset I’ of the index set, xg P 1 and 1 p = 1 for @ E rl; hence x0 4 
1 (6 E ijr, which is a contradiction. 
We retmark that 9 contains all injective uniform spaces (for these tire retracts of 
products of complete metric spaces), all spaces with a linearly IJrdered base 
(Theorem 4), a31 fine spaces with a scquewtial topology (hence all Ebe:lein compact 
spaces), all one-p\Gnt compactifications of discrete spp.ces, and all dyadic spaces. 
We have been unable to characterize the compact mt:mbers of S3 &although this 
class seems of interest since it is productive and closed under continuous images. 
‘The properties of the class are simi1a.r to the properties of deGreot’s class of 
superc0mpact spaces. We note that [2] contains an example of a compact first- 
countable space which is not supercompact. 
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Part (5) of Theorem 4 can -2 fP;rproved using relatively sequential cardinals <see 
[4]). For the sake of simpta~+~ we will consider here only the first such cardinal 
adapted to the uniform settin Define w to be the first cardinal QI! such that there 
exists a real-valued uniformly quentially continuous ‘function on the Cantor space 
Z4 which is not continuous (reclell from [S] that the first sequential cardinal s is the 
first cardinal o such that there exists a real-valued sequentially continuous function 
on %* which is not continuous), Clearly s s u and one may establish that u is not 
larger than the first real-valued measurable cardinal ntR: if p is a non-trivial 
countably additive measure on mu, assigning zero to * sch singleton set, then p, 
viewed as a mapping on 2? is uniformly sequentially continuous (for adjacent 
equences (Xn) and ( Yfi), one has X,d Y, + 0 (where A is symmetric difference) and 
(X,)-~G(Y,)IC~~(X~JY~), so Ip(X&&Y”)l-,O by the Lebesgue Dominated 
Convergence Theorem), but not continuous. We have been unable to prove that 
s = u or u = mR. We note that [l] has recently improved the results in [S] by 
showing that many weakly inaccessible cardinals precede s and that under an 
assumption weaker than Martin’s Axiom- namely that the real numbers satisfy a 
strong Baire category theorem for less than 2”” open dellscx sets, s is the first 
two-valued measurable cardinal ~2. Thus in this case s = u = ??zR = m2. [ 121 has also 
established that the consistency of the following theories is equivalent: 
(1) ZF+@mz), (2) ZF+(%R), and (3) ZF+(3mR ~2~~). 
It was proved in [4, Theorem 21 that each countably productive coreflective 
subcategory of Unif is x-productive for each K < s. We will reprol’e this result here 
for uniformly sequential cardinals. 
Theorem 6. Assume that f : nl Xi + (M, d) is a uniformly sequentially continuous 
mapping into a mettic space and 111~ u. Then f depends on countably many co- 
ordinates. 
Proof. ForE)O,defineJ.={i~I:3x’,y’withxj=y~fori#j,d(f(x’),f(y’)~~}. 
Each J, is finite (for if .I, contains an infinite sequence in, then (A:‘~) and (yin) are 
adjacent sequences having non-adjacez images under f). We cfairn that 1’ depends 
on the countable set J = IJz= 1 Jlin. Assume that x and y satisfy xI = yj F.x each 
j E J. Define a mapping g : 2’ -* I? by 
&)=d(f(zx), f~eyovJ(zx)), 
where ey : ni Xi -9 ,Xi is defined as in Theorem 1, and zx is defined by (zx)i = xi if 
ti =l, (ZX)i=yi if fj = 0. One easily verifies that g is uniformly sequentially 
continuous, and hence continuous, since 111~ u. Sixze the net in 2,’ determined by 
characteristic functions of finite sets converp,es to the point 3 (where Ii = 1 for each 
i), it follows that g(I)= 0. Hence f(x)= f(y), so the proof is complete. 
Therdm. 7.,, The fcMl~wir@ co~diti&s-are equivaitt. 
(1) S&=9. 
(2.) 3!& is ptuductive. 
(3) Each countubly productive coreflective subcategory of Wnif is producthe. 
(4) There exists pto unifkmly sequential cardinal. 
Prcwf. The implications (l)+ (2); (2)” (4), and (3)+ (2) are immediate, and (4)+ 
(1) follows from ‘Theorem 6 ti;ihxe Z’- is countably productive. To$show (2)+ (35, 
ass,ume thaw g is countably productive and cweflective. Then 9&,c % and (2) imply 
that %f con~~~ins all powers of uniformly discrete spaces, so by Theorem 3 Q?! is 
productive. 
Rlemarks. (I) We note that without special set-theoretic assumptions, one may still 
construct aproper monotone class of productive corefiective subcategories of Unif 
by defining 9; = coref(Sa u 9). Then 5%~ w: and 9: = ZZ$$ provided there 
exists no uniformly sequential eardinal. 
(2) The following equivalent conditions may be added to Theorem 3 for K < u. 
(6) % is countably productive. 
(7) %’ is finitely productive and 2No E??. 
((6)+ (1) uses an amalgamation f the proof techniques found in Theorems 3and 6 
and (7)+ (6) Follows from Theorem 4, part (2) and (3)+ (1) of Theorem 3.) 
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